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А PLANNING MODEL WITH RESOURCES IN E-LEARNING 
G. Totkov, E. Somova 

 
Abstract: This work proposes a model for planning of education based on resources and layers. Each 
learning material or concept is determined by certain characteristics: a layer and a list of resources and 
resource values. Models of studied subject domain, learner, information and verification unit, learning 
material, plan of education and education have been defined. The plan of education can be conventional, 
statical, author’s and dynamic. Algorithms for course generation, dynamic plan generation and carrying out 
education are presented. The proposed model for planning of education based on resources and layers has 
been included in the system PeU. 
Keywords: planning education, e-learning. 

Introduction 

The e-learning action plan has been created by the Commission of the European Communities in 2001. The 
development of this plan shows the actuality of the present work. A lot of attempts for creation the e-learning 
standards with necessary requirement (SCORM, CMI, LOM, IMS, ARIADNE) and systems for creation of e-
learning environments (Learning Space, WebCT, Top Class, First Class, Blackboard, Virtual-U, Web course in 
a Box, CourseInfo, Learning Landscapes, CoSE, CoMentor, ARIADNE, Asymetrix Librarian, Norton Connect, 
Allaire Forum, Team Wave, WebBoard, Asymetrix ToolBook, etc.) [Britain]  have been done. In order to 
satisfy the requirements of the e-learning environments, the model of planning of education have to be done. 
The known models for planning of education are classical [Koffman, 1975; Пасхин, 1985; Савельев, 1986; 
Зайцева, 1989; Grandbastien, 1994; Grant, 1997] and resource [Milani, 2000; Milani, 2001a; Milani, 2001b] 
respectively based on the classical and recourse models of problem planning. 
The classical model for planning [Chien] is based on the initial and the final state of the problem and the 
operators for transformation of one state into another. The Chien model can not represent multiple used 
educational environment, where learners are interested in optimizing the path for passing over learning 
materials, not only from the point of view of the length of the path, but also depending on the time for passing 
over, price, level of difficulty, etc. 
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The classical model is expanded in [Koehler, 1998; Rintanen, 1999; Milani, 2001a] by adding resources (level, 
time, price, etc.). The disadvantage of the exiting models with resources is that they do not  consider the 
structure and content of learning materials, the studied concepts and their representation (introduction, 
definition, example, classification, comparison, application, etc.). These representations we will call layers. 
This work proposes a model for planning of education based on resources and layers. Each learning 
material or concept is determined by certain characteristics: a layer and a list of resources and resource 
values [Somova, 2002]. 

Studied subject domain  

Let { }hvvNN 1==  be a set of learning mataterials’ names from a different type, { }m
jjLL

1=
=  be a set of all 

layers, { }ukkrR 1==  be a set of all resources.  

Definition 1. Let S  be a random finite set. The family of the sets { }T T s Ss= ∈:  is called S-set. The S-

set { }T T s Ss= ∈:  is finite, if Ts < ∞  for each s S∈  and it is with one element, if Ts = 1, for each 
s S∈ . 
Let { }niiS 1=  be the S-sorted sets, corresponding to the possible values of the resources. For example iS  

( ni ,1= ) can be the set of real numbers, an interval [ ]{ }Rbaba ∈,:, , a set (with full order) *∑  from all 
words above random alphabet ∑ , or lexicograpf  interval [ ]{ }*,:, ∑∈dcdc . 
Definition 2. Model of studied subject domain (SSD) dM  is oriented graph ( )ddd EVG ,= , where the 
set  dV  consists of nodes, introducing concepts of SSD, and the set dE  consists of arcs, determining the 
relationships (of type predecessor_of) between the concepts. 
Definition 3. Let SSD dM  be presented by graph ( )ddd EVG ,= . Model of learning course cM  in 

dM  is orientented graph ( )ccc EVG ,= , where: a) BVV cc ∪= ' , the set of nodes '
cV  ( dc VV ⊆' , 

=∩ '
cVB ∅) introduces the concepts, studied in cM , the set B  consists of four type nodes – and, or, yes 

and not; b) the set of arcs cE  introduces the relationship between the concepts, included in cM  and 

Bcc EEE ∪= ' , dc EE ⊆' ,  

( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }'2121
' ,:,,:,,:, ccB VvBbvbBbbbbBbVvbvE ∈∈∪∈∪∈∈⊆ . 

Introducing nodes from B  allows a model of different strategies for carrying out the education for learning 
concepts '

cV , included in the learning course. Introduced type nodes – аnd, or, yes and not [Somova’2002] 
give the opportunity to set respectively parallel actions without order of passing over, variety of education, 
additional supporting materials, etc. during the learning process. 
Definition 4. Model of the learner t

sM  at the moment t  of learning on a given course is determined by the 
triple ( )ttb RVV ,, , where bV  is the initial set of known concepts, tV  is the current set of learned concepts 
(including bV ) in the process of learning ( ctb VVV ⊂⊆ ), and tR  is the list of couples resource-value, 

specifying the current characteristics of the learner: ( ){ } pkiiSRsrR pk
n

kiit kk
≠≠×∈=

=
,,,

1
. 

The models of initial and final (target) state of the learner b
sM  and e

sM  are determined respectively by the 
triples ( )bbb RVV ,,  and ( )eeb RVV ,, , where eV  is the final (target) set of concepts included in the 
course, and bR  и eR  –  the initial and final set of characteristics of the learner. 

Learning materials 

The learning materials can be either learning units (text, multimedia, etc.) or verification units (tasks or 
tests for verification or self-assessment). Every learning material regards one or several concepts. The full 
representation and verification of a concept in the common case can be made in some learning and 
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verification units.  
Definition 5. Model of information unit lM  in SSD dM  is determined by the couple ( )ll HN , , where 

NNl ∈  is the name of information unit, and lH  is a finite set of triples ( )CC fLC ,, , where dVC∈  is a 
concept from the SSD dM , LLC ∈  is a layer for the concept C , and εεε

nCC SSSLCf ×××→× ...: 21  

is a resource function. Here εε ∪= ii SS , ni ,1=  and ε  is used in cases when the value of the 
respective resource is not determined. 
Note: In the realization of the model, each information unit lM  is determined by the triple 
( ))(,, lll NTypeHN , where )( lNType  is the type of the physical file containing presentation of lM . The 
interpretation of the information unit lM  during the learning process is different according to the file type (for 
example – a visualization of the file on the display in proper way). For each information unit the characteristics 
layer and list of the couples resource-value are determined.  
Definishon 6. Model of verification unit (test assignment) vM  is determined by the order sextuple 
( )vHqpTKS ,,,,, , where K  is a random with one element S-set (named context or S-frame of the 

assignment); { }T T s Ss= ∈:  is S-sorted set (presenting sorted sets of the particular slots of the S-frame); 
p  – unary predicate (determining potential answers or limitations in filling in the slots at the same time); q  – 

binary predicate (determining decisions of the assignment), and vH  is a finite set of couples ( )CfC, , where 

dVC∈  is concept of SSD dM  and εεε
nC SSSCf ×××→ ...: 21  is a resource function. 

Definition 7. Learning material is an information unit or a verification unit. 

Planning of education 

Definition 8. The Plan of education P  on a given learning course ( )ccc EVМ ,=  is oriented graph 
),( ppp EVG = , where [ ]kp vvV ,...,1=  is a finite set of lists of learning materials, and cp EE ⊆ . For 

each  ki ,1= , if learning material ivm∈ , then: a) if m  is an information unit ),( hn , then the concept 

cVc∈ , the layer Llc ∈  and the resource function f  exist, for which hflc c ∈),,( ; b) if m  is a 
verification unit ),,,,,( hqptks , then the concept cVc∈  and the resource function f  exist, for which 

hfc ∈),( . 
Definition 9. The Model of education on a given course cМ  in SSD dМ  is the sextuple 
( )PLSR vl ,,,,, μμ , where R  is the set of all resources, S  – the set of resource types, L  – the set of all 
layers, lμ  – the set of information units, vμ  – the set of verification units, P  – the plan of education. 

The plan of education of a particular learner is determined individually from b
sM  and e

sM .  
Actions, which are caused by a learning and a verification unit, are respectively a learning and a verification 
action. The learning action is realized when the material(s) is(are) offered to the learner and it is supposed 
that the knowledge of the learner is changed (increased). The verification action is realized when the 
material(s) are offered to the learner and they interact with the learner in order to evaluate learner’s 
knowledge and skills.  
After forming (modeling) the content of the learning course by pointing out the concepts and relationships from 
the SSD, which students have to learn, a respective learning course is automatically generated in the DB. 
In the algorithm for course generation (Algorithm 1) the following procedures are used:  

procedure Create_Course (var Course; Author; Subject_Domain; Course_Node; Course_Link) – 
creates a course of the given author in the given SSD with the given nodes and relationships 
between them; 
procedure Domain_Concepts (Subject_Domain; var Domain_Concept[]) – finds and shows the 
concepts in the given SSD; 
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procedure Select_Concepts (Domain_Concept[]; var Selected_Concept[]) – chooses the concepts 
from the given SSD; 
procedure Course_Nodes (var Course_Node[]) – finds and shows the nodes of the given course; 
procedure Course_Links (var Course_Link[]) – finds and shows the relationships between the 
nodes of the griven course; 
procedure Select_Nodes (Course_Node[]; var Selected_Node[]) – chooses the node/s of the 
course; 
procedure Select_Links (Course_Link[]; var Selected_Link[]) – chooses the relationship/s between 
the course nodes; 
procedure Add_Concept (Selected_ Concept[]) – adds concept/s in the course; 
procedure Special_Node (Selected_Node[]; Node_Type) – links the selected nodes through special 
node of type Node_Type; 
procedure Link (Selected_Node; Selected_Node[]) – links the node with its predecessor nodes; 
procedure View_Node (Selected_Node) – shows the type of the node; 
procedure Del_Node (Selected_Node[]) – deletes the node/s from the course, and  
procedure Del_Link (Selected_Link[]) – delete relationship/s between two nodes from the course; 
 

1 procedure Author_Course(Course, Author); 
2 begin 
3   Domain_Concepts (Subject_Domain, Domain_Concept[]); 
4   Course_Node[]=empty; Course_Link[]=empty; 
5   Create_Course (Course, Author, Course_Node, Course_Link); 
6   repeat 
7     Course_Nodes (Course_Node[]); 
8     Course_Links (Course_Link[]); 
9     case Proc of 
10       View_Node: begin 
11         Select_Nodes (Course_Node, Selected_Node); 
12         View_Node (Selected_Node); 
13       end; 
14       Add_Node: begin 
15         Select_Concepts (Domain_Concept[], Selected_Concept[]); 
16         Add_Concept (Selected_Concept[]); 
17       end; 
18       Add_Special_Node: begin  
19         Select_Nodes (Course_Node, Selected_Node[]); 
20         Special_Node (Selected_Node[], Node_Type); 
21       end; 
22       Del_Node: begin  
23         Select_Nodes (Course_Node, Selected_Node[]); 
24         Del_Node (Selected_Node[]); 
25       end; 
26       Add_Link: begin  
27         Select_Links (Course_Link[], Selected_Link[]) 
28         Link (Selected_Node, Selected_Node[]); 
29       end; 
30       Del_Link: begin  
31         Select_Links (Course_Link[], Selected_Link[]) 
32         Del_Link (Selected_Link[]); 
33       end; 
34     end; 
35   until end; 
36 end; 

 Algorithm 1. Course generation 
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The plan of education is a sequence of learning and verification actions. The plan can be statical (it is 
represented with one learning material, containing learning information, responding to the initial state of the 
particular group of learners) and dynamical (for learners with different knowledge and skills, which are 
updated on the base of graph of learning materials and history of education). The education can be carried 
out statically (through using the static and conventional plan), in certain methodology (for example through 
passing over a given plan in depth, in width or in some other rules) and freely (through dynamic or author’s 
plan). 
The conventional plan of education is built only of one learning material, which responds to the 
requirements of the exact particular group of learners. This plan corresponds to the conventional learning 
courses and does not change according to the progress of the learner. In the common case, the material is in 
the form of hypermedia document and except following the content of the material, it can carry out navigation 
through hiperlinks realized in the document. In this case, it is not necessary to determine the relationships with 
other information units. 
The static plan of education is generated on the base of other type plans of education. The plan is 
presented as a graph of learning materials (eventually with an indication of recommended relationships 
between them). However, the education is realized through following the learner’s will, not following the 
indicated relationships between the learning materials. 
Each author can propose his/her own plan of education (author’s plan) by his/her own learning materials, i.e. 
a recommended path for learning the materials. The student is free to choose the order of learning (from 
actions unified with and) and to miss some actions in the presence of or-nodes. The author’s plan is 
developed without using a graph of concepts. This path is accepted to be the best and is used by the dynamic 
plan for giving some recommendations about the choice between several nodes from the graph. 
When choosing which learning materials to be included in the author’s plan, resource and layer restrictions 
are not used. The process of automatic generation (procedures and algorithm) is analogical to the generation 
of the learning course with one difference – instead of building a graph of concepts a the graph of learning 
materials is built, and the initial set of concepts from SSD Domain_Concept[] is changed by the set of learning 
materials from a given author Author_Material[]. 
In order to generate the dynamic plan of education on the base of the graph of concepts, it is necessary to 
determine the initial and final state in the process of learning for each learner. During the generation of the 
plan about a given learner on the learning course, the teacher chooses the author (authors) from whom the 
learning materials should be found, and which should respond to the given characteristics (which resources, 
with what value and which layers). For each concept from the graph of the course suitable learning materials 
in the DB are searched. The suitable materials are shown, sorted by the number of characteristics, which 
have been satisfied; the number of the additional concepts (in and out of the thematic of the course), that are 
presented; etc. From the found learning materials (information and verification units), some materials are 
selected and ordered in a linear structure, which replaces the node-concept. The special nodes and 
relationships between all course nodes remain unchanged in the graph of the plan.  
The found learning materials, explaining/verifying extra concepts (besides the searched concepts) which are 
not in the learning course, are recommended for additional learning/solving. It is recommended to search for a 
material in conventional bearers or a help from the teacher for the concepts, about which materials are not 
found in the DB. During the educational process some learning materials are proposed only for concepts, for 
which predecessor concepts are passed over with their respective materials. This way of generation can bring 
to a large number of learning materials, linked with one concept, if the resource and layer restrictions of the 
course are not defined well (for example, if in the DB, there is a lot of authors and materials for using in the 
particular case). 
When selecting among the materials, created from different authors, in order to generate the plan of 
education, it is possible to assign coefficients for recalculation of authentic author valuations (levels). 
Therefore, the learning materials representing layers for one concept, created from different authors can be 
combined. 
On the base of the author’s plan of education one of the materials is always recommended as the best-fitting 
one [Somova, 2002]. However, the learner himself/ herself has the opportunity to choose the next material. 
In the algorithm for generation of dynamic plan (Algorithm 2) the next procedures are used: 

procedure Initial_Concepts (Course; var Initial_Concept[]) – determines the initial concepts (which 
do not have predecessor concepts); 
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 procedure Learn_Materials (Concept; Layer_Restrictions; Resource_Restrictions; var 
Learn_Material[]) –  determines the information units for a given concept, which responds to the layer 
and resource restrictions; 
procedure Assignments (Concept; Resource_Restrictions; var Assignment[]) –  determines the 
assignments for a given concept, which responds to the layer and resource restrictions; 
procedure Next_Concepts (Concept; var Next_Concept[]) – finds the next nonpassed concepts, 
which are direct predecessors of the given concept; 
function count (Array): Number – returns the number of the array elements; 
procedure Recursion (Concept_Array[], Prev_Material) – recursively passes over the course in 
order to generate the plan, finds the next level concepts and their materials and assignments, and 
makes the relationship between materials/assignments; 
procedure Choose_Order (Material[]; var First_Material; var Last_Material) – the necessary 
materials and assignments from the array are chosen, they are ordered, then linked in the proper 
order and the first and last material/assignment are returned, and 
procedure Link (Prev_Material, First_Material) – links one node with another with the relationship of 
type predecessor_of. 
 

1 procedure Generation_Dynamic (Course; Layer_Restrictions; Resource_Restrictions); 
2 begin 
3   Initial_Concepts (Course, Initial_Concept[]); 
4   Recursion (Initial_Concept [], “”); 
5 end; 
6 procedure Recursion (Concept_Array[], Prev_Material); 
7 begin 
8   for i:=1 to count (Concept_Array) do 
9   Begin 
10     if (Concept_Array [i]<>”and”) and (Concept_Array [i]<>”or”) and (Concept_Array [i]<>”not”) and 

(Concept_Array [i]<>”yes”) then 
11     begin 
12       Learn_Materials (Concept_Array [i], Layer_Restrictions, Resource_Restrictions, Material[]); 
13       Assignments (Concept_Array [i], Resource_Restrictions; Material[]); 
14       if count (Material)=0 then  
15       begin 
16         write “Find materials/assignments on conventional bearers for the concept”, Concept_Array [i]); 
17         First_Material:= “”; 
18         Last_Material:= “”; 
19       end 
20       else  
21         Choose_Order (Material[], First_Material, Last_Material);  
22     end 
23     else 
24     begin 
25       First_Material:= Concept_Array [i]; 
26       Last_Material:= Concept_Array [i]; 
27     end; 
28     Link (Prev_Material, First_Material); 
28     Next_Concepts (Concept_Array [i], Next_ Concept[]); 
30     if count (Next_ Concept[])=0 then exit 
31     else  
32       Recursion (Next_Concept[], Last_Material); 
33   end; 
34 end;  

 Algorithm 2. Generation of the dynamic plan 
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Carrying out the education 
The process of education consists of proposition of learning information units (for introduction) and verification 
units (for solving and testing) according to the respective plan. Because of the simplicity of the conventional 
plan (one unit, in which there can be hyperlinks) and the statical plan (characterized with free navigation 
among the materials without accounting the relationships among them), the algorithms for carrying out the 
education are not presented.   
The algorithm for carrying out the education through author’s and dynamic plan (Algorithm 3) oblige the 
learners to respect given relationships among the learning materials. In the algorithm the following procedures 
are used: 
 

procedure Initial_Nodes (Plan; var Initial_Node[]) – determines the initial nodes (these which do not 
have predecessor nodes); 
procedure Recursion (var Pass_Node[]; var Potential_Node[]) – recursively passes over the 
education plan, gives and finds the passed and the next potential nodes; 
function Show_Material (Material): Success – gives the access (as hyperlink) to the material and 
returns as a result: 0 – unsuccessfully passed node, 1 – successfully passed node, 3 – it is not 
known how the node has been passed); 
procedure Next_Nodes (var Next_ Node[]); – finds the current potential nonpassed nodes; 
procedure Show_Nodes (Potential_Node[]); – shows all the potential nodes; 
procedure Select (Array_Node[]; var Node); – the user selects one of the nodes; 
procedure Branch_Pass (Nodes[], Type); – the branches, beginning with nodes of the pointed type 
are marked as passed; 
procedure Find_Successors (Node; var Successor[]); –  finds the successors of the pointed node, 
and  
procedure Choose_Node (Nodes[]; var Node); – selects one of the nodes. 
 
 

1 procedure Dynamic_Learning (Plan); 
2 begin 
3   Initial_Nodes (Plan, Initial_Node[]); 
4   Recursion ([],Initial_Node[]); 
5 end; 
6 procedure Recursion (Pass_Material[], Potential_Material[]); 
7 begin 
8   write (“Choose one of learning materials”); 
9   Show_Nodes(Potential_Material[]); 
10   Select (Potential_Material[], Material); 
11   if Material=”and” or Material [i]=”or” or Material [i]=”not” or  Material [i]=”yes” then 
12     begin  
13       if Material=”or” then  
14         begin 
15           write (“Choose one of materials: “); 
16           Pass_Material[count(Pass_Material)+1]:= Material; 
17           Find_Successors (Material, Successor[]); 
18           Choose_Material (Successor[], Material); 
19           Success := Show_Material (Material); 
20           Branch_Pass (Successor[]-Material,”material”);  
21           Branch_Pass (Successor[]-Material,”and”); 
22           Branch_Pass (Successor[]-Material,”or”); 
23           Branch_Pass (Successor[]-Material,”yes”); 
24           Branch_Pass (Successor[]-Material,”not”); 
25         end; 
26     end 
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27   else 
28     Success := Show_Material (Material); 
29   Pass_Material[count(Pass_Material)+1]:=Material; 
30   Next_Nodes (Next_ Material[]); 
31   Find_Successors (Material, Successor[]); 
32   if Success=3 then  
33     begin  
34       Branch_Pass (Successor[],“yes”); 
35       Branch_Pass (Successor[],“not”); 
36     end 
37   else 
38     begin 
39       Branch_Pass (Successor[],“or”); 
40       Branch_Pass (Successor[],“and”); 
41       Branch_Pass (Successor[],“material”); 
42       if Success=0 then Branch_Pass (Successor[],“yes”);  
43       else if Success=1 then Branch_Pass (Successor[],“not”);  
44     end;  
45   Recursion (Pass_Material[],Next_Material[]); 
46 end; 

 Algorithm 3. Education through author’s and dynamic plan 

Conclusion 

The proposed model for planning of education based on resources and layers has been included in the 
system PeU (http://peu.pu.acad.bg). The experiments with the system confirm that the model gives to the 
learner the opportunity – the generated plan for the course to vary dynamically on the base of learner’s 
progress passing over each learning phase and to correspond to the learner’s initial knowledge and way of 
learning. 
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PLANNING OF INTELLECTUAL ROBOT ACTIONS IN REAL TIME 
N. Romanenko 

 
Summary: In article the mathematical model of the mobile robot actions planning at recognition of situations 
in extreme conditions of functioning is offered. The purpose of work is reduced to formation of a concrete plan 
of the robot actions by extrapolation of a situation and its concrete definition with the account a priori 
unpredictable features of current conditions. 
Key words: the mobile robot, recognition of a situation. 

Introduction  
Creation of the intellectual mobile robots, capable to adapt and plan the actions in conditions of aprioristic 
uncertainty of dynamically changing habitat, is one of the important strategic problems of modern techniques. 
Absence of preliminary environment formalization, and also presence of any way moving obstacles and 
purposes in it complicates the use of automatic control traditional methods. The given circumstance stimulates 
development of new control systems with presence on mobile robots (MR) board of situation recognition 
system on the basis of the multiprocessing computer with elements of artificial intelligence that provides 
adaptability of MR behavior in an environment. 
Recognition of situations is the new area of cybernetics. The closest area is images recognition. But there is a 
basic distinction of these concepts: the image is "static", and the situation is dynamical, recognition of 
situations is always connected to a prediction (extrapolation) that usually does not happen in the theory of 
images recognition. At situation recognition there is no aprioristic classification as the number of possible 
situations is unlimited, but results are classified and have the final alphabet. 
For MR control system we shall understand that the situation is a set of events, developing in time and space 
limited in radius of its action, and having the important consequences from the point of view of the chosen 
criterion function. The situation includes three basic components: 

- the ground conditions fixed during the certain moment of time (presence of obstacles in a way);  
- processes which can occur both with its condition, and with MR condition (dynamism of obstacles and 

the robot); 
- result or possible consequences (planning of actions and forecasting). 

To distinguish a situation by control system - means to develop decision about result of further MR movement 
on the basis of environment and proceeding process information. 
Traditional mathematical models of MR management in extreme conditions of functioning becomes 
insufficiently as MR proper response to change of situations is not described, especially at occurrence of 
obstacles. The given problem was examined by many researchers, and there exist various ways of its 
decision [1-3]. 


